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| The economic problems we face today a =e all-too-obvious failure to deal 

effect ively with them, are inseperably linked with the: per , 

has at tacked our moral and cultural st rength. ‘The ravages | of. perttissiveness — 

now showing themselves in: unprecedented figures tor abortion, vD, illegit imacy, 

schoolgirl pregnancies, méntal i211 health and serious eex crimes are destroying,  —_—- 
: not only our character as a nation ,» but our ability to: react’ with ‘eourage and 

- ° sacrifice to the social and egonomic clial lenges of our eine. fos _ ae | 

The people of this nation. have been conditioned to believe that self-interest | 

| is paramount mw WY mast be free to do what I want simply because I want to’. 

; Such a philosophy is reactionary in the extreme and destructive of civilised 

|" Living’ and values and inevitably “has had a profound effect upon industrial as 

: well as personal relationships. ‘The demands and desires of the inmediate 

_ présent “are all-porvasive and we ‘seem no longer to draw strength from ‘our past 

history or have hope and faith for the future, 9 
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Danish ‘Language and recommended for usé in schools by the 1 Danieh ‘Minister of. 

Education, entitled, ‘wPornografi". . It. is. hard core pornography of the. most 

abhorrent. kind. if anyone doubts that the repeal of ‘obscenity laws in any 

| country leads to ‘the cotiruption: of a nation, ‘they: only: have to, ‘Look: between ¥ , 

the covers of this book. ‘Indeed, “80. ‘sorrupt: has Denmark now become that it, 

 etearty no longer recoghises even ‘the existence of ite own corruption. 
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One constantly has to ask oneself - ~ - does the right hand of the government know 

‘idhat the left hand | is doing? “ind: 1 mean the: left! honds: One: wonders: if’ ‘the : 

  

Chancellor of” ‘the Exchequer, concerned as he is about public expenditure, is 

oy 7 - ‘aware that a government grant is made to the ktbeny Trust, “the hotiosexual lobby 

front’ t dunner. This Trust, which is partially subsidised by public eoney, now 

tas ‘tee own youth “officers to counsel, what it describes as. “the gay ‘teenager. 

‘Some of these youth comets, - who work ‘through the schools and ‘through 
a A 

“youth elie - - are otherwise: engaged in giving wnat is: -baphomistically termed. 

  

“'peycho-sexual advicet ‘thitough the colums of varias pordgraphie magazines. 

Furthermore, the support given by this Organisation to paedophile. groups means 

‘that We are all. subsidising and supporting, ae least Indirectly, a cause vaich 

_ seeks to normalise sexual attraction and activity between adult ‘males and 

litéie girls. a oo 3, 3 ety ight age elt hoe hg 8 gn 

‘Because of its soft-core oe permissiveness, because. of its embarrassment at 

even the: mention of the word "censorship" the governnent As ROLPLng to create 

fe a8 hostage genbration, at ‘the mercy: of big business: ana ideological ‘conmitaent. 

. Make nd mistake. Permissiveness is’ an ideological weapon. A sort-sentred 

} “self interested sotiety neither recognives the: eneny nor withatands ite We 

| have been conditioned to believe that: eultural standarde are. ‘aid a matter of. 
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